. This defini¬ tion implies a sharp distinction and Separation along clear cut-off lines that separate polarities (Newman 2006 Lefebvre (1991) . Spaces are socially produced and they become the major princi¬ ple in the Organization of modern political economy and life-worlds (Soja 1999 (Smith 2004 (Anderson 1983 (Redfield 2005 (Foucault 1977) . In many cases, these places were conceptualized as constituted by local parlicularistic historical proc¬ esses, but in accordance overall with common national narratives -a concept well articulated in the ideology of «Heimatkunde» (Konfino 1997 (Shamir 2005 (Althusser 1970; Jameson 1993 (Luhmann 1995 (Gallusser 1994 But this action of bordering may be exposed when the dual characteristic of borders as limit and transgression is considered in connection with a multidimensional set of institutions.
In many of these cases, the in-betweeness or spatial hybridity is mistakenly associated with the fronlier (Rumley & Minghi 1991 (Virilio 1984 
